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2010 Winter Session (2010-2011 Academic Year) 
ENGL 490: Majors Seminar (3 credits) 
 
Instructor: Dr. Sherrill Grace 
Section: 011 
Term: 2 
 

Canadian Historical Fictions and “The Idea of North” 
 
Course Description: 
In the 21st-century Canadians are facing many challenges in the Arctic 
and far North, but most of us live along our southern border and have 
little experience of anything north of our major cities.  However, ideas 
of North have been part of our culture, our identity, and our imagined 
community for 300 years.  Our painters have painted their ideas of 
North; our singers and composers have sung about it; and our writers 
have told stories and written plays about it from the 19th century to the 
present. 
 
In this seminar we will explore some of the fascinating new ways in 
which our leading writers have imagined the North and invented and 
re-invented past stories of northern adventure—and 
misadventure!  From the ghosts of Sir John Franklin and John Hornby 
to the discovery of gold in the Klondike and the mysterious kiss of a 
“fur queen,” Canadian writers have created compelling and challenging 
stories about what it means to be a northern country today. 
 
We will focus on a selection of contemporary novels, some of which are playfully metafictional and 
others of which are more post-colonial and critical of stereotypic “ideas of North.”  We will also 
consider at least one play and one example of non-fiction.  There will be 1 or 2 film screenings: The 
Snow Walker, or Atanarjuat, or Passages.  
 
Required Texts: 
Primary texts will be selected from the following: 

 Margaret Atwood, Strange Things: The Malevolent North in Canadian Literature 
 Joseph Boyden, Three Day Road 
 Marie Clements, Burning Vision 
 Elizabeth Hay, Late Nights on Air 
 Tomson Highway, Kiss of the Fur Queen 
 Robert Kroetsch, The Man from the Creeks 
 Wendy Lill, The Occupation of Heather Rose 
 Farley Mowat, Never Cry Wolf 
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 Rudy Wiebe, A Discovery of Strangers 

Suggested further readings include: 

 Sherrill Grace, Canada and the Idea of North 
 Ken McGoogan, Fatal Passage 
 Rudy Wiebe, Playing Dead 

Course Requirements: 
one in-class seminar presentation; one mid-term test; one final essay; and a 2- hour final examination. 

 


